What is Westlaw AU?
- A database that has access to a significant proportion of Australian case law such as to the Commonwealth Law Reports and to Australian law journals.

Where can I find Westlaw AU?

How do I search Westlaw AU?
- Use radio buttons to limit your search.
- There are many ways to search; you can type in some keywords e.g. fishing, native title or a citation e.g. 175 clr 1 just select the citation radio button under the search box when searching by citation.
- Limit your search to cases, legislation and commentary or journals by clicking the boxes.
- If you are only looking for cases or journals use this side menu for more specific search options.
- Tip: If you are only searching for cases use the left hand column to select cases or the link on the Case Law tab in the Law Guide for more specific searching options.
How do I read the results?

If you are searching for case law you may get access to two documents. The first one is a FirstPoint entry which includes a digest or summary of the case. The second is to the Law Report from here you can access the PDF of the case. When you access the document use the tabs at the top to navigate to cited and related documents.

Tip:
If you can’t find the case you are looking for in Westlaw AU try LexisNexis, if you are looking for international case law try Westlaw International.

How do I reference this resource?

This will depend on whether you are referring to case law or a journal article. For a case refer to Rule 2 and for journal article Rule 4 in the *Australian Guide to Legal Citation*.